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The Influence of Welding Parameters on the Mechanical Properties of
E11018-M SMAW Electrodes
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Experimental Procedure
Abstract
The mechanical properties of E-11018 electrodes have
been shown to be sensitive to the heat input during welding.
Original tests based on the AWS A5.5 - 81 specification used
three different sets of weld parameters to change the heat
input. All the parameters were maintained within the AWS
requirements.
All the samples tested passed the elongation and impact
requirements, but only the median heat input gave acceptable
yield and tensile strength values within the required limits.
The AWS specification has since been revised in the 1996
edition. The effect of both the heat input, and the change in
allowed interpass temperature were evaluated in terms of the
revised AWS A5.5-96 specification.

Introduction
The mechanical properties of E11018 SMAW electrodes
have a strong dependence on the welding parameters. The
impact and elongation requirements are consistently
obtainable, but the narrow yield strength range presents some
difficulty to achieve the required values. Studies on this type of
electrode were conducted by Surian Et al.,(1,2) based on the
1985 AWS specification.
This specification was revised with the following changes:
1. The included angle was changed from 45o to 60o
2. The allowable interpass temperature was extended to
121oC
3. A two pass per layer was no longer specified.
The present work was undertaken to evaluate the effect of
these changes on the mechanical properties.

Three different batches of 4.0 mm production electrodes
were used for the tests (batch no’s 24PO18, 8FO5 and
10RO11). The electrodes were redried at 370 oC for 1 hour
before being used.
The weld joint configuration was as
specified for the “M” classified products in the AWS A5.5
specification of 1996.
Welding was performed in the
downhand position using two beads per layer for the first three
layers, with the remainder of the joint filled up using three
beads per layer.
The welding parameters were manipulated to give three
different heat inputs. This allowed the effect of the change in
joint design to be evaluated. Further tests used the median
heat input but with the interpass temperature being varied in
the range specified. The parameters used are presented in table
1.
One full tensile and five charpy V-notch samples were
machined from each plate. The tensile samples were given a
degas treatment for 48 hours at 100 oC prior to testing. The
impact tests were conducted at
-51 oC as required.
Microstructural and chemical analysis were conducted on the
fractured tensile samples.

Results
Mechanical Properties. The results mirror those of
Surian et al, in that as the heat input increases, the yield and
tensile strengths decrease. The first batch of electrodes
showed that both the median and high heat input samples
passed the specification, compared previously to only the
median sample. (Figure 1).
The following two batches gave values out of specification.
However, the trend noted with the first tests was continued,
and the values decreased at a decreasing rate as the heat input
increased. (Figure 2).
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For all three batches tested, the elongation was above
specification, although for the lower heat input it was on the
lower limit. The impact properties showed a slight increase as
the heat input increased.
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Figure 1
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using only two batches of electrodes.
The interpass
temperature only played a slight role in the mechanical
properties. The yield and ultimate tensile strengths decreased
slightly as the interpass temperature increased. (Figure 3)
The elongation was above specification for all the samples.
The impact properties again showed a slight increase as the
interpass temperature increased.
Chemical Analysis. Chemical analysis was performed on
the fractured ends of the tensile samples, using inductively
coupled plasma (ICP) analysis. The results showed a large
amount of scatter between the three batches. One distinct trend
was noted for manganese, which decreased as the heat input
increased. The full results are presented in Appendix A.
Microstructural analysis.
The tensile stubs were
sectioned and prepared for metallographic evaluation. The as
deposited weld metal microstructure consisted of acicular
ferrite with small amounts of primary ferrite. The results of
both point counting and image analysis techniques, showed
that as the heat input increased the amount of primary ferrite
decreased. This was previously noted by Surian et al. Typical
micrographs are shown in figure 4
The reheated regions, showed a structure consisting of
acicular ferrite with primary grain boundary ferrite. The phase
volumes were similar for all the samples. Measurement of the
primary ferrite showed a slight decrease as the heat input
increased. Typical micrographs are shown in figure 5.
The test samples welded with varying interpass
temperatures showed no discernible difference in the fraction
of microstructural phases present.
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Figure 4a.
High heat input
As deposited weld metal.
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Figure 2
Figure 4b
Low heat input.
As deposited weld metal.
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High heat input.
Reheated region.
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Figure 5b.
Low heat input.
Reheated region.

Discussion
The effect of the increased interpass temperature was evaluated
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Conclusion
Three different batches of E11018 SMAW electrodes were
welded as per AWS A5.5-96. The heat input was varied, as
well as the interpass temperature, but both were maintained
within the AWS requirements.
All three batches showed the same trend with respect to
heat input. As the heat input increased, the tensile and yield
strengths decreased. This has been previously noted. With the
changes in the joint configuration, however, the decreasing
slope of the yield and tensile strengths tends to level off at high
heat inputs.
The two batches that gave values out of specification,
showed a large difference in the percentage of alloying
elements present, compared to the first batch. The increased
carbon, chrome and manganese values would then account for
the higher values obtained. The difference in the nickel values
varied between 15-18% between the three batches. This would
definitely affect the weld metal strength, but not to as great an
extent as the other elements, as nickel is not as potent a
strengthening element.
The loss of manganese as the heat input increased, is
expected, due to high temperature oxidation. The higher
amperage used for this sample, would tend to create more
turbulence in the weld pool, exposing more metal to the
atmosphere.
The change in the interpass temperature, did not play a
major role, although a slight decrease in the mechanical
properties was noted.
Once again, chemical variations
between the two batches used would explain the difference
between the two batches results.

• The new joint configuration has resulted in the weld
being less sensitive to heat input, to obtain acceptable
results. This is characterised by the decreasing slopes
of both the yield and tensile strengths when compared to
the heat input.
• The interpass temperature does not seem to have a
dominant role in affecting the mechanical properties of
the E11018 electrode.
• The difference in the chemistry between the three
batches used, resulted in large variations in the
mechanical properties, and as such indicates that the
heat input is not the only factor that needs to be
controlled.
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Figure 4a
High heat input
As deposited weld metal.
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Figure 4b
Low heat input.
As deposited weld metal.
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Figure 5a
High heat input.
Reheated region.
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Figure 5b
Low heat input.
Reheated region.
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Appendix A
24 PO 18
Heat input

Interpass
temp.

8 FO 5
Heat input

10 RO 11
Heat input

Interpass
temp.

Carbon

Manganese

Silicon

Nickel

Chrome

Molybdenum

1.8 kJ/mm
2.0 kJ/mm
2.4 kJ/mm

0.1
0.1
0.1

1.43
1.4
1.3

0.47
0.41
0.38

1.87
2.06
1.98

0.1
0.1
0.11

0.35
0.39
0.38

93 oC

0.08

1.41

0.47

2.2

0.15

0.4

101 oC
107 oC
114 oC
121 oC

0.1
0.08
0.09
0.09

1.4
1.43
1.46
1.4

0.41
0.58
0.37
0.4

2.06
2.22
2.26
1.94

0.1
0.14
0.12
0.09

0.39
0.4
0.42
0.39

1.8 kJ/mm
2.0 kJ/mm
2.4 kJ/mm

0.1
0.1
0.09

1.7
1.44
1.36

0.35
0.39
0.39

2.33
2.28
2.3

0.17
0.15
0.15

0.4
0.35
0.36

1.8 kJ/mm
2.0 kJ/mm
2.4 kJ/mm

0.12
0.12
0.12

1.8
1.77
1.8

0.48
0.46
0.46

2.28
2.26
2.38

0.18
0.17
0.18

0.39
0.4
0.4

93 oC

0.11

1.73

0.43

2.22

0.17

0.37

101 oC
107 oC
114 oC
121 oC

0.12
0.12
0.11
0.11

1.77
1.78
1.76
1.77

0.46
0.46
0.44
0.44

2.26
2.3
2.25
2.24

0.17
0.2
0.19
0.18

0.4
0.42
0.43
0.38

